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C-BIA Consulting adds Oracle, Ellucian and Blockchain capabilities
Meets the 3 IT demands of the COVID 19 ‘new normal’ – accelerated delivery, increased agility,
reduced costs
London, UK: C-BIA Consulting ltd, a privately held UK market leader in intelligent applications, BI and
advanced analytic solutions, is pleased to announce a partnership with Pansoft. This partnership will
extend its portfolio of technical capabilities and solutions to better meet emerging needs of clients.
Pansoft’s expertise with Oracle, Ellucian and Blockchain technologies has led it to develop an impressive
portfolio of innovative solutions to complex business challenge. These are particularly relevant in the era
of COVID 19 remote and distributed working. These include more efficient enterprise resource planning,
digital credential compliance through blockchain, and advanced data-driven decision-making.
“There has never been a better time to extend our partnerships. Our clients now demand a wider
range of technical capabilities to quickly integrate their core systems and automate business
processes meeting the 3 major demands of the COVID 19 ‘new normal’. The partnership with
Pansoft will extend our portfolio to meet these challenges. And it will enable us to collaborate to
build the next generation of intelligent applications and advanced analytics solutions essential
for remote working.” Brendan DUNPHY, CEO C-BIA Consulting Ltd
“In partnering with C-BIA, Pansoft will be able to extend its services to clients across the UK and
EU. It will also enable us and, simultaneously, our clients gain access to C-BIA's exceptional
knowledge in data science and BI. By combining our expertise in implementing digitised solutions
with C-BIA's data-driven digital products, we will be able to add value to our clients’ businesses
by delivering much more intelligent solutions to them,” Nazim Shaikh, CEO at Pansoft.

About C-BIA Consulting Ltd
Founded in 2006 as Genisys Consulting, C-BIA Consulting specialises in intelligent application
development, BI & data analytics using Microsoft and Open Source platforms. C-BIA's focus is on health,
education, research, and retail sectors and includes the joint development and marketing of applications
such as laboratory management, performance assessment and safe staffing. Clients include Wellcome,
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children, University of Oxford/Said Business School and Upfield. It has
software teams in Mumbai and Pune.
To know more, visit C-BIA Consulting or email info@c-bia.co.uk

About Pansoft
Founded in 2010, Pansoft Technologies is a leading Information Technology Products, consulting and
services organisation, with a global footprint. It extends value to enterprises using Oracle, Ellucian,
Blockchain, Analytics and Cloud technologies either isolated or as an integrated platform offering.
Pansoft has its operations in India, United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, USA and Europe.
To know more about digitised solutions, visit Pansoft Technologies on https://www.pansoft-tech.com
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